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2,2 MW WINAICO solar modules replace damaged thin film modules
Ground mounted PV system on former ammunition depot of Federal Armed Forces
completely new installed

Creglingen, 05.01.2017 – WINAICO, a subsidiary of Taiwan’s biggest solar module
manufacturer Win Win Precision Technology Co, Ltd., was chosen by PV Conception
GmbH from Germany (acting on behalf of a project company founded by the Danish
Momentum Group in Roskilde) to be module supplier for a 2,2 MWp photovoltaic
system on the area of a former ammunition depot of the Federal Armed Forces in
Lower Saxon Wittmund. Before the high‐performance modules of WINAICO were
installed, more than 22.000 damaged amorphous silicon modules from a Chinese
manufacturer had to be removed.
The system size with more than 22.000 thin film modules was 2,2 MWp, while the
newly installed more than 8.500 WINAICO solar modules generate 2,2 MWp as well.
The module type installed is WINAICO’s polycrystalline project module WST‐206P6
with 260 Wp. The time for completion came to six weeks.
“The fact that all the Chinese thin film modules were damaged and had to be
replaced is no good publicity for photovoltaics. The more important it is to select
high‐quality solar modules for the replacement. It was quickly becoming clear that
we place the order with WINAICO. We have a strong and longtime partnership with
WINAICO and are very positive about the quality of their modules. Not only our
experience with WINAICO in the processing of orders, but also the excellent
performance data of WINAICO’s solar modules made us reach this decision“, said
Kim Radermacher, Managing Director of PV Conception GmbH.
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PV‐Conception GmbH
With many years of experience, a clear vision and high quality standards, PV
Conception GmbH is implementing energy concepts throughout Germany. With
their focus on quality, know‐how and sustainability, they have realised a number of
large‐scale projects in the past few years and have actively contributed to the
energy revolution. Managing Director Kim Radermacher and his team are aware of
the variety of photovoltaic plants and therefore offer a complete service from a
single source, a photovoltaic full service. Joint planning is the way to optimum plants
and to the use of your solar potential. PV Conception GmbH makes the planning
process reality‐oriented. We work closely with an extensive network of installers,
electricians, architects and operators in order to be able to offer the performance
portfolio permanently and at any time. Here you profit from the incomparable
spectrum of professional know‐how, practical experience and innovative
technology.

Momentum Gruppen A/S
Momentum Gruppen A/S is specialized in managing solar and wind turbine projects
in Europe, primarily in Germany, Denmark, France, Great Britain and Sweden.
Momentum Gruppen A/S manages roughly 400 wind turbines with an installed
capacity of 565 MW and 6 solar farms with an installed power of more than 15 MW,
which makes Momentum one of the largest independent asset managers in
Denmark. Apart from providing asset management, Momentum also offers
brokerage services (purchase and sale) of wind‐ and solar projects and services
regarding repowering.
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WINAICO – Manufacturer and system supplier
As a 100% subsidiary of the semiconductor company Win Win Precision Technology
Co., Ltd., based in Taiwan, WINAICO manufactures and distributes crystalline high
performance modules worldwide. Furthermore, as a system house for photovoltaics,
WINAICO delivers complete PV system packages.
Company customers are solar specialists, solar technologists, installation specialists
and project developers. They profit from the superior product quality of products
manufactured in Taiwan in accordance with the highest quality standards, as well as
from the comprehensive consultation, planning and maintenance services from
WINAICO. Generous stock levels ensure the rapid availability of WINAICO products.
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